EVOLUTION SERIES CEILING BOX WITH RACKLINK SYSTEM AND PROJECTOR MOUNT

ECB2SP-RLNK

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Fully finished enclosure designed to manage and store A/V equipment in an air handling plenum space above a false or hard ceiling. These boxes are also equipped with the RackLink system, by Middle Atlantic Products. The box also has a built in projector mount that utilizes a 1 1/2" standard NFS fitting and is rated to support a load up to 50 lbs. The projector mount can move laterally and be positioned anywhere along the track.

RoHS

- Offers a variety of customizable options and features to suit a variety of spaces and requirements.
- 2' by 2' by 6" deep design allows the box to blend into any décor, with ample capacity for 1- and 2-rack mount devices.
- Six built-in receptacle locations evenly spaced and rotated for the most demanding of plug sizes (wall warts).
- Shelves inside the ceiling box are designed to easily pivot forward and backwards, providing access to both the front and back of the devices.
- Equipped with a thermostatically controlled AC fan to keep the A/V equipment cool while keeping the environment quiet.
- Managed by Middle Atlantic Products RackLink™ system allowing for A/V devices to be monitored and controlled remotely.

SPECIFICATIONS

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes